Higher-order thalamic nuclei, such as the visual pulvinar, play essential roles in shaping cortical dynamics and connecting functionally-related cortical and subcortical brain regions. A coherent framework describing pulvinar function remains elusive due to its anatomical complexity, involvement in diverse cognitive processes, and the limited experimental tools available in many species. We combined large-scale anatomical circuit mapping with high-density electrophysiological recordings to dissect a homolog of pulvinar in mice, the lateral posterior nucleus (LP). We define three LP subregions based on correspondence between connectivity and functional properties. These subregions form parallel corticothalamic loops and contain separate representations of visual space. Silencing visual cortex or the superior colliculus revealed that these input sources drive activity and shape visual tuning in separate LP subregions. By specifying the information carried by distinct circuits through LP and identifying their downstream targets, our data provide a roadmap for understanding pulvinar function in visual processing and behavior.
Introduction
Higher-order thalamus plays a critical role in cortical function, both as a route by which cortical areas communicate and a relay of subcortical input to cortex. The pulvinar, the higherorder thalamic nucleus in the visual system, is reciprocally connected with multiple visual and frontal cortical areas and therefore mediates an indirect pathway for cortico-cortical communication through cortico-thalamo-cortical ("transthalamic") circuits 1 . The pulvinar also receives a dense projection from superficial layers of the superior colliculus (SC), potentially forming a secondary route of information flow from retina to cortex that runs parallel to the retino-geniculate pathway.
Traditionally, the pulvinar was thought to have primarily modulatory roles in visual processing. However, recent studies have shown that inactivating the pulvinar severely attenuates visual responses in primary and higher-order visual cortex and can potently disrupt visual perception and behavior 2, 3 . These findings suggest the pulvinar is a key component of the core visual processing hierarchy. In addition, the pulvinar is implicated in diverse sensory and cognitive functions including spatial attention 4, 5 , detection of threatening stimuli 6 , and perceptual binding 7, 8 . The broad range of putative pulvinar functions likely reflects the complexity of its various subregions and interconnectivity with the cortex and other targets. Thus, many fundamental questions about pulvinar function remain unanswered: (1) what are the functionally relevant subdivisions of the pulvinar; (2) what are the relative contributions of cortical and SC input in shaping pulvinar visual responses; (3) what information is carried by the cortex-pulvinarcortex and SC-pulvinar-cortex pathways?
The lateral posterior thalamic nucleus (LP) in rodents is homologous to the primate visual pulvinar 9 . Like the pulvinar, mouse LP is reciprocally connected with all visual cortical areas, receives a strong projection from SC, and likely consists of several distinct subregions [10] [11] [12] . These similarities, combined with the array of tools available in mice, suggest the potential for experiments in mouse LP to resolve outstanding questions about the role of higher-order thalamus in cortical processing. Previous studies in mice have shown that LP neurons encode a variety of sensory and motor signals and convey these to visual cortex [13] [14] [15] . However, these studies focused on limited portions of LP and did not relate functional differences to anatomical connectivity. Moreover, none of these studies tested the causal role of cortical or SC input in driving LP visual responses.
Here, we performed comprehensive anatomical input/output mapping and high-density electrophysiological recordings across the full extent of LP to elucidate the relationship between structural and functional organization in the mouse corticothalamic visual system. We quantitatively mapped parallel processing streams that connect specific higher-order visual cortical areas with distinct LP subregions. We identified a posterior subregion that receives driving input from SC and is reciprocally connected with "ventral stream" visual cortical areas, an anterior subregion that receives driving input from primary visual cortex (V1) and is reciprocally connected with "dorsal stream" visual cortical areas, and a medial subregion interconnected with frontal and associational cortices.
Results

Anatomical connectivity mapping divides LP into three broad subregions
LP activity is shaped by input from cortical and subcortical structures and influences diverse downstream targets via its output projections. Thus, functionally-relevant subregions of LP might be defined by distinct patterns of input and output connections. To generate maps of LP connectivity, we used viral tracer injections in source and target regions. We define LP input volumes by quantifying axon labelling in LP resulting from anterograde viral tracer injection into each source region including SC, eight cortical visual areas, and two frontal cortical areas (Fig.  1a , top row; all injections taken from Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Database). We defined LP output volumes by measuring fluorescence from LP cell bodies labelled by retrograde virus injections into each target region (Fig. 1a , bottom row). Cortical visual areas were precisely targeted based on retinotopic mapping of area borders prior to viral injection. Input and output volumes were mapped to a standardized anatomical coordinate system for comparison (the Allen Institute Common Coordinate Framework, CCF; Fig. 1a ).
To quantify the degree to which axons from different source regions overlap in LP, we computed the normalized dot product between each input volume (Fig. 1b) . The resulting similarity matrix suggested that specific groups of input sources target distinct LP voxels. To test this idea, we performed hierarchical clustering of LP voxels based on their input. This analysis revealed three statistically significant clusters that differed in their predominant sources of input ( Fig. 1c,d) : (1) posterior LP (pLP; cluster 1) receives input from SC and ventral-stream visual cortical areas (LI and POR); (2) anterior LP (aLP; cluster 2) receives input from V1 and dorsalstream visual cortical areas (AL, RL, AM, PM); and (3) medial LP (mLP; cluster 3) receives input from frontal cortical areas (ACA and ORB). These clusters represent a first-order parcellation of LP into broad zones, which may contain additional fine-scale organization (see Discussion). Similar patterns of axonal labeling were observed in LP when we restricted fluorophore expression to layer 5 or 6 cortical neurons (in Rbp4-KL100 or Nstr1-GN220 Cre mice, respectively) or used a virus that preferentially labels pre-synaptic terminals (rather than fibers of passage; Fig. S1a,b) .
To quantify the input/output connectivity of LP, we compared the overlap of anterogradely-labeled axons and retrogradely-labeled cell bodies from each input source and output target (Fig. 1e ). This analysis revealed putative transthalamic pathways linking visual areas by indirect projections through LP. We found that most of these pathways are reciprocal: if an LP voxel receives input from a region, it tends to project back to that region (evident from high values along the diagonal of Fig. 1e ). However, we also found evidence for relay pathways linking distinct areas (evident from values off the diagonal). For example, mLP voxels (cluster 3) receive input almost exclusively from frontal cortical regions (ACA and ORB) and project back to these regions as well as to dorsal-stream visual cortical areas (PM, AM, RL, AL, Fig. 1d,e ). Similarly, aLP voxels (cluster 2) receive most of their input from dorsal-stream visual cortical areas but project both back to these regions and ventral-stream visual cortical areas (LI and POR). Finally, pLP voxels (cluster 1) project to the amygdala (LA) in addition to reciprocal connections with LI and POR, but do not project back to SC. A complementary analysis using maps of LP output defined by anterograde tracer injections in different portions of LP yielded similar results ( Fig. S1c-e ).
Cortical areas are connected directly through cortico-cortical projections and indirectly through higher-order thalamic regions such as LP (transthalamic pathways). To determine whether the same or different visual cortical areas are connected via cortico-cortical and transthalamic pathways ( Fig. 1f , inset), we compared: (1) the density of axons from each cortical area to all the other cortical areas (cortico-cortical projections; Fig. 1g ), with (2) the overlap of axons in LP from each cortical area (input volumes) and the cell bodies in LP (output volumes) projecting to each of those areas (transthalamic connections; Fig. 1e ). There is a significant correlation between these measures of cortical connectivity ( Fig. 1f ), suggesting that transthalamic connections of visual cortical areas through LP largely mirror direct cortico-cortical pathways. 
LP contains at least two maps of visual space corresponding to posterior (SC-recipient) and anterior (V1-recipient) subregions
If the LP subregions we defined anatomically are functionally distinct, they may, like visual cortical areas, have separate maps of visual space. Indeed, SC and V1 contain full representations of visual space but project to largely non-overlapping parts of LP ( Fig. 1a,b ). We used the retinotopic organization of SC and V1 and the topography of their axons in LP to predict the representation of visual elevation and azimuth in LP (Fig 2a-f, S3 ). The predicted elevation map showed separate spatial gradients of visual elevation representation in LP that converge at the boundary of SC and V1 input to LP. Thus, anatomical connectivity predicts that LP contains at least two distinct representations of visual elevation.
To test this prediction, we used Neuropixels high density electrode probes 16 and a sparse noise stimulus to measure the spatial receptive field location of neurons over the full extent of LP in awake mice (Fig. 2g ). The location of each probe in LP was marked with DiI, and every recorded cell was assigned a position in the CCF (Fig. 2h ,i; 1579 neurons, Methods). The dispersion of receptive field locations of nearby neurons was substantially higher in LP than the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN; Fig. 2j ). Nonetheless, averaging the receptive field locations of nearby LP neurons revealed a smooth map of elevation that, like the elevation map predicted by anatomy, reversed its gradient near the center of LP where SC and V1 axons converge ( Fig. 2k ). We confirmed our findings from population data by serially recording responses to sparse noise in multiple locations across LP in the same mouse ( Fig. 2l ). As we moved the probe to more anterior locations, the receptive field elevation gradient reversed ( Fig.  2m ). This data strongly suggests that aLP and pLP are functionally distinct subregions containing separate maps of visual space.
Similar methods were used to construct maps of azimuth representation in LP. Both the topography of axons and the measured receptive fields showed a gradient of azimuth representation in the region of LP receiving input from V1 but no clear azimuth map in the region of LP receiving SC input ( Fig. S2 ).
Mapping receptive field organization in pLP is potentially complicated by the fact that this region contains adjacent zones receiving unilateral or bilateral SC input 11 . In other species, SC axons are topographically organized in the part of LP receiving unilateral input but more diffuse in the part receiving bilateral input [17] [18] [19] . We found that SC axons were topographically organized for elevation but not azimuth in both the unilateral and bilateral SC-recipient portions of LP, consistent with data from rats 20 . However, this organization was more precise in unilateral SCrecipient LP (Fig. S3 ).
We find evidence for three functionally and anatomically distinct LP subregions. What rules govern the representation of each higher visual cortical area (HVA) within these larger subregions? HVAs in the mouse often contain incomplete retinotopic maps biased to a particular region of visual space 21, 22 . These biases might be reflected in the organization of HVA connections in LP. We computed the elevation bias for the portion of LP receiving input from, or projecting to, each HVA by weighting the LP elevation map by the anatomical input and output volumes shown in Figure 1 . We found a significant correlation between these elevations and the mean elevation measured for each HVA via intrinsic imaging ( Fig. S4 ). This result indicates that the LP input and output maps associated with a given HVA are in part predicted by that HVA's retinotopic bias. 
Receptive field size and size tuning differ across LP subregions
To determine whether the functional properties of LP neurons differ in the three anatomically-defined subregions, we compared visual responses in pLP (the subregion that receives input from SC), mLP (the subregion that receives input from ACA), and aLP (no input from either SC or ACA). In addition, we compared visual responses in LP to putative LPprojecting SC neurons recorded in Nstr1-GN209 Cre x Ai32 mice. In these mice, the SC cell type that projects to LP, but not other SC cell types, expresses channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) and responds with sustained spiking to long flashes of blue light 23 . Visual responses of optotagged SC neurons differed substantially from those of non-optotagged neurons recorded in the same mice ( Fig. S5 ).
Reponses to sparse noise consisting of black and white squares of varying size revealed sub-region specific differences in the size and shape of spatial receptive fields and size tuning in LP. Receptive fields in pLP were horizontally elongated and significantly larger than aLP receptive fields ( Fig. 2n ,o; Table S3 ; median aspect ratio: 1.30 pLP, 1.15 aLP, 1.05 mLP, 1.07 SC). Receptive fields of mLP neurons were intermediate in size. Despite their large spatial receptive fields, pLP neurons, like optotagged SC neurons, responded most strongly on average to the smallest square size presented (5⁰; Fig. 2n ,p). These neurons thus respond best to small stimuli presented at any location within a relatively large region of space. In contrast, aLP and mLP neurons responded most strongly to the largest square size (20⁰). These results, and others presented below, are consistent with functional differences, in addition to anatomical differences, between LP subregions.
Responses to object and background motion differ in LP subregions
LP-projecting cells in SC are responsive to small, slowly-moving objects in the visual field but not full-field background motion 23 . To determine whether object motion is differentially encoded in LP subregions, we recorded responses to a stimulus consisting of a moving random checkerboard background (full field) and a small (10⁰), differentially-moving "patch" of random checkerboard pattern. The patch is only visible when its speed and/or direction of motion differs from that of the background. LP-projecting SC neurons respond most strongly to the small checkerboard patch moving over a stationary checkerboard background (background speed 0 ⁰/s; Fig. 3a ,e,f). In some cases, these neurons also respond moderately when the patch and background move in opposite directions and/or with a large difference in speed, but typically respond weakly or not all to background motion alone (patch speed 0⁰/s). Like these SC neurons, pLP neurons responded more strongly to patch motion alone and less strongly to background motion alone or combinations of patch and background motion compared to aLP or mLP neurons ( Fig. 3b-f ; Table S3 ). This data further implies that pLP is functionally distinct from aLP and mLP, and, along with size tuning data ( Fig. 2n,p) , is consistent with the possibility that input from SC plays an important role in shaping visual responses of pLP neurons.
Responses to full-field drifting gratings revealed additional differences between neurons in LP subregions. Neurons in aLP and mLP typically preferred faster speeds and higher temporal frequencies than pLP neurons ( Fig. S6 ). Direction-selective neurons in pLP tended to prefer motion towards the upper-temporal visual field similar to the bias found in SC [24] [25] [26] ( Posterior LP neurons respond more strongly to looming stimuli
The portion of LP that receives input from SC and projects to the amygdala has been implicated in mediating a freezing response to looming stimuli 27, 28 . To characterize responses of LP neurons to looming stimuli, we presented expanding spots that increased in angular size at a rate that simulates an object approaching at constant speed; the rate of expansion is a nonlinear function of time-to-collision and the object's size/speed ratio 29 (Fig. 3g ). SC and pLP neurons responded more strongly to looming stimuli than aLP or mLP neurons ( Fig. 3i ; S7a). In many SC and pLP neurons, the time of the peak response was linearly related to the object size/speed ratio such that the peak response occurred at a constant angular spot size ( Fig. 3h ). Similar responses to looming stimuli are observed in other animals and are referred to as ƞ cell responses [29] [30] [31] [32] . Other types of responses (e.g. ρ and τ cells) were not clearly observed in our experiments ( Fig. S7b ). We define ƞ cells as those with correlations greater than 0.9 between the time of peak response and the object size/speed ratio. Cells defined as ƞ cells were more common in pLP than other parts of LP (64% of LP-projecting SC, 25% of pLP, and 5% of aLP and mLP neurons; Fig. 3j ). Within pLP, other properties of ƞ cells also differed from non-ƞ cells. In response to the checkerboard stimulus, pLP ƞ cells exhibited a stronger preference for object (patch) motion compared to background motion than non-ƞ cells (Fig. 3k ). Thus, a population of pLP neurons may convey information about looming stimuli, and object motion in general, to the amygdala and ventral-stream visual cortical areas.
Clustering LP neurons based on visual response properties alone independently segregates posterior and anterior neurons
Our results demonstrate that distinct patterns of anatomical connections segregate LP into subregions that contain neurons with different functional properties. Is the inverse also true -do functional properties predict the spatial organization of neurons in LP? Hierarchical clustering of LP neurons based on visual response properties (size tuning, RF area, and patchbackground index) produced two statistically significant clusters ( Fig. 3l ). Compared to neurons in cluster 1, neurons in cluster 2 had larger receptive fields, stronger surround suppression, and stronger preference for object motion compared to background motion ( Fig. 3n-p) . These properties are similar to those of neurons located in pLP. Indeed, 52% of pLP neurons were assigned to cluster 2, while only 7% of aLP neurons and 3% of mLP neurons belonged to this cluster ( Fig. 3m ). Thus, functional properties independently predict spatial segregation of neurons in LP. speed 0⁰/s) motion divided by their sum. (g) Trajectory of spot radius for looming stimuli at four size-tospeed ratios. (h) Firing rate of example neuron in posterior LP to looming stimuli depicted in (g). Dotted lines relate spot radius to time of peak firing rate. Inset: time of peak firing rate relative to collision plotted against size to speed ratio for example neuron in (h) (filled black circles; left axis) and spot radius at peak firing rate plotted against size to speed ratio for same neuron (open gray circles; right axis). (i) Cumulative distribution of max loom response across all conditions for neurons in SC (red), pLP (green) , aLP (black) and mLP (blue). Note that, due to their low spontaneous firing rates, many SC neurons had z-scores greater than 40. (j) Histogram of correlation between peak response time and size to speed ratio for cells in SC and LP subregions (colors as in (i)). Cells with a correlation value greater than 0.9 were classified as η-type. Inset: location η cells shown in a horizontal projection of LP. Gray region denotes SC-recipient LP. 
Modulation of LP neurons by motor activity
A subset of LP neurons that project to V1 are modulated by motor activity, in particular running and eye movements 13 , in addition to visual stimuli. To test whether neurons across the three LP subregions were modulated by running, we compared visual responses to checkerboard and gratings stimuli during trials when mice were stationary or running ( Fig. S8ad ). We found a weak but significant facilitation of visual responses during running in all LP subregions, with pLP being the least modulated. Cells that were modulated during the checkerboard stimulus tended to be similarly modulated during drifting gratings ( Fig. S8d ).
We also tested whether LP neurons were sensitive to eye movements by recording neural activity and eye position in the dark. Aligning the activity of LP neurons to the initiation of horizontal saccades revealed cells that were either excited or suppressed by eye movements (Fig. S8e-n) . The fraction of cells that were significantly modulated during saccades was similar across LP subregions (22-24% excited, 6-10% inhibited; n=363 pLP, 472 aLP, and 49 mLP neurons from mice in which we recorded at least 10 saccades in the dark). In SC, 2/11 optotagged cells were excited and none were inhibited during saccades.
V1 and SC silencing differentially modulate activity in LP subregions
The visual response properties of pLP neurons are similar in several characteristics to those of SC neurons that project to pLP. However, pLP also receives direct input from ventralstream visual cortical areas ( Fig. 1a,b ), and all visual cortical areas could potentially influence pLP indirectly via projections to SC 33 . To determine the relative impact of cortical and SC input to LP, we recorded spontaneous activity and visual responses of LP neurons while suppressing activity in visual cortex or SC.
To suppress activity in visual cortex, we directed blue light over V1 in VGAT-ChR2 mice ( Fig. 4a ; this manipulation activates inhibitory neurons which potently suppresses the local cortical network 34 ). Cortical suppression strongly reduced both spontaneous activity and responses to the checkerboard stimulus in aLP neurons ( Fig. 4b-f ). To a lesser extent, spontaneous activity and visual responses were also reduced in pLP neurons ( Fig. 4c,d ,g,h). Unlike aLP neurons, the strength of suppression of visual responses in pLP neurons depended on the stimulus condition (p = 0.019 for pLP, p = 0.83 for aLP, Kruskal-Wallis test). In pLP neurons, responses to the checkerboard patch moving on a stationary background were weakly suppressed compared to responses when the background was moving ( Fig. 4h ). Consequently, when cortex was inactivated, pLP neurons more strongly preferred object motion compared to background motion, becoming even more like SC neurons that project to pLP.
The effect of cortical suppression on activity of pLP neurons could partially reflect reduced cortical input to SC neurons that project to pLP 35 (Fig. 4a ). Thus, we also measured the impact of cortical suppression on SC neurons (note that use of VGAT-ChR2 mice precluded optotagging of LP-projecting SC cells). Cortical suppression moderately reduced visual responses of neurons in the optic fiber layer of SC (SCop), where the somas of LP-projecting neurons are located ( Fig. S9 ). Although the suppression of SCop neurons was similar in magnitude to the effect on pLP neurons, it did not significantly depend on checkerboard background speed (p = 0.86, Kruskal-Wallis test). Thus, suppression of SC activity does not fully explain the effects of cortical inactivation on pLP neurons, suggesting that the activity of pLP neurons is most likely shaped by convergent input from both SC and cortex.
To directly assay the contribution of SC to LP visual responses, we inactivated SC with TTX while recording in LP. The relative effects of SC inactivation on aLP and pLP neurons were opposite of those observed during cortical inactivation ( Fig. 4k ,q,r). Spontaneous activity and visual responses were more strongly suppressed in pLP than aLP ( Fig. 4k,l) . Moreover, pLP neurons lost their preference for object motion -responses to the checkerboard patch moving over a stationary background were more strongly suppressed than responses when the background was moving ( Fig. 4m -s; p = 3.7e-9 for pLP, p = 0.65 for aLP, Kruskal-Wallis test). Thus, the functional properties of pLP neurons depend critically on receptive field-defining input from SC.
Both functional clustering and responses to looming stimuli ( Fig. 3k -n) revealed diversity among pLP neurons, suggesting some pLP neurons may depend more strongly than others on SC input. Consistent with this possibility, the pLP neurons that were most suppressed by SC inactivation showed a greater preference for object motion during control trials than less suppressed pLP neurons ( Fig. 4t ). Thus, functional diversity in pLP is at least in part explained by strength of input from SC. 
Discussion
We combined comprehensive and quantitative anatomical circuit tracing with systematic activity mapping across the entire LP complex in the mouse. By registering data from multiple modalities to a common anatomical coordinate system, we made quantitative comparisons between anatomy, functional properties, and perturbational effects. Together these data provide the most complete picture of the mesoscale circuit organization of higher-order visual thalamus to date. Moreover, we go beyond correlating anatomy and function by silencing the two main LP input pathways and showing divergent effects across LP. Neurons in pLP are driven by SC input and respond to looming stimuli and small, moving objects. Conversely, neurons in aLP are driven by V1 input and respond to large stimuli and full-field motion. A third subregion, mLP, may provide a transthalamic route for information flow from frontal/associational cortex to visual cortical regions ( Fig. 5 ).
Input/output connectivity defines functionally relevant thalamic regions
The close correspondence between anatomically and functionally defined LP subregions supports an emerging view that the fundamental units of corticothalamic computation are not individual thalamic nuclei but more precise thalamic circuits linking functionally related cortical areas 36, 37 . A potential criticism is that the three LP subregions we define might arbitrarily lie along a continuum of many input/output microcircuits. However, the reversal of the elevation map, and its close correspondence to the merging of axons from SC and V1, suggests that pLP and aLP are functionally distinct zones. Moreover, mLP is defined largely by a unique projection from frontal cortex, which categorically separates it from the other LP subregions. Thus, we believe our parcellation captures three broad but functionally relevant domains of LP. Future fine-grained investigation could reveal even more precise microcircuits within each subregion.
Network analysis of cortical projections suggests the mouse visual system can be divided into ventral and dorsal streams similar to those described in other species 38 . Our analysis of LP input/output connectivity indicate these cortical pathways are mirrored by corticothalamo-cortical projection patterns, with ventral stream areas reciprocally connected to pLP and dorsal stream areas reciprocally connected with aLP. The association of ventral stream areas with SC-recipient LP in the mouse is a reversal to that observed in the primate 39, 40 , potentially reflecting different functional roles of the ventral and dorsal streams in primates and mice.
The connectivity of mLP with frontal and associational cortices resembles the connectivity of medial and dorsomedial pulvinar in primates 41 . Although most mLP neurons were visually responsive, they were less likely to have organized receptive fields, and many did not respond to sparse noise (Table S2 ). These data suggest that mLP neurons are involved in higher-order visual processing and do not encode simple visual features. In the future, it will be interesting to test whether these cells are particularly sensitive to behavioral context, similar to neurons in dorsomedial pulvinar 42 .
Our anatomical data suggest that indirect transthalamic pathways connecting cortical areas through LP largely mirror direct corticocortical connectivity (Fig. 1g ), as has been suggested in primates 37 . This parallel connectivity scheme could enable the pulvinar/LP to coordinate corticocortical communication by synchronizing activity across cortical areas 43 . How the thalamus modulates or transforms information carried in transthalamic pathways, and how these signals differ in content or impact from those of direct corticocortical pathways, is a crucial question for understanding cortical computation. 
Comparison with previous work
Rodent LP was previously divided into three subregions -caudomedial (LPcm), lateral (LPl), and rostromedial (LPrm) -based on cytoarchitecture and immunocytochemical markers 11, 20, 44 . These regions are similar to the LP subregions we identified based on anatomical connectivity. However, whereas we include all tecto-recipient LP in pLP, previous schemes separated LP subdivisions that receive bilateral or unilateral SC input (LPcm and the posterior half of LPl, respectively). In the mouse, the portion of LP that receives unilateral SC input is relatively small (Fig. S3 ), and individual LP neurons extend their dendrites across the border between LPcm and LPl 11 . For these reasons, we did not attempt to assign LP units to one or the other SC-recipient subdivision. Future studies may reveal functional differences between pLP neurons that receive bilateral or unilateral SC input. The cortical projection to LP originates in both layer 5 (L5) and layer 6 (L6) pyramidal neurons. We found that L5 and L6 neurons from a given cortical area target similar regions in LP (Fig. S1a ). It has been proposed that L5 provides a strong "driver" input to LP mediating feedforward transthalamic pathways, while L6 acts as a "modulator" in feedback pathways 1 . Our data suggest that both L5 and L6 participate in reciprocal corticothalamic feedback loops, similar to what has been described for frontal cortex connections with thalamus 45 .
SC provides driving input to pLP
Dual retinofugal pathways through LGN and SC are an ancient, highly conserved feature of the vertebrate visual system 46 . In primates, the "secondary" visual pathway running through SC and pulvinar was traditionally thought to play a modulatory role in visual processing, perhaps relaying saccade-modulated visual signals 47, 48 . Previous studies disagreed as to whether SC input could drive receptive field properties in pulvinar neurons 49, 50 . Our data show that pLP neurons are tuned similarly to their input from SC. Moreover, silencing SC dramatically suppresses visual responses of pLP neurons and abolishes their preference for object motion (Fig. 4 ). Together these results demonstrate a major role for SC in driving visual responses in pLP and establish that the secondary visual pathway is an important parallel stream running alongside the geniculo-cortical pathway (Fig. 5 ). Our data further suggest that this pathway is particularly important for carrying information about small moving objects.
Differences between pLP and LP-projecting SC neurons suggest that pLP is not a simple relay of SC input. In particular, receptive fields of pLP neurons are substantially larger and horizontally elongated relative to those of LP-projecting SC neurons, suggesting that multiple SC neurons with horizontally displaced receptive fields might converge onto single pLP neurons. Such convergence is consistent with the topographical organization of SC axons for elevation but not azimuth in LP, and may explain the lack of an organized map of azimuth representation in pLP.
Cortical and subcortical inputs converge in pLP
Both SC and visual cortex project to pLP, suggesting individual pLP neurons could integrate input from cortical and subcortical sources. Since a large majority of pLP cells were suppressed during both SC and V1 inactivation experiments, many pLP neurons likely combine input from these two inputs. Interestingly, SC and cortical inactivation had differential effects on pLP excitability: cortical inactivation more strongly suppressed spontaneous than visuallyevoked activity and reduced responses to background motion, while SC inactivation more strongly suppressed visually-evoked activity and abolished tuning for object motion (Fig. 4) . Thus, cortical input to pLP may provide tonic modulatory drive as well as information about visual context which can be integrated with object motion signals from SC.
The relative strength of cortical and SC input could underlie the functional diversity of pLP neurons. Indeed, we found visual tuning differences between pLP neurons that were strongly or weakly suppressed by SC inactivation (Fig. 4t ). Moreover, neurons in pLP were split between two functionally defined clusters, only one of which closely resembles SC input ( Fig. 3lp) . Responses to looming stimuli also revealed functional diversity in pLP (Fig. 3k) . The degree to which driving inputs from one or more sources (e.g. SC and/or cortical areas) converge on individual neurons is a critical question for LP and higher-order thalamic nuclei in general 51, 52 .
Recent studies have shown that higher order thalamus plays a fundamental role in shaping and maintaining cortical activity 2,3,53,54 . Our comprehensive characterization of the structural and functional organization of LP provides a roadmap to decipher circuit-specific mechanisms by which higher-order thalamus contributes to visual processing and behavior.
Methods
Mice
Rabies injections in visual cortical areas were performed at the Salk Institute and approved by the Salk Institute's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). All other experiments were performed at the Allen Institute and approved by the Allen Institute's IACUC. Mice of either sex were used and were >70 days old on the day of electrophysiological recordings. Transgenic mice were maintained on a C57BL/6J background. The number of mice used for each experiment is indicated in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 .
Anatomy
To generate LP input maps ( Fig. 1) , we utilized publicly available anterograde tracing data from the Allen Institute Mouse Brain Connectivity Database 10 (Table S1 ). For cortical areas, we used injections in C57BL/6J, Emx1 Cre, Rbp4-KL100 Cre, or Ntsr1-GN220 Cre mice. For SC, we used injections in C57BL/6J mice with viral expression in the superficial layers (experiments 112827164, 114754390, 126646502, 128001349, and 146078721). Experiments with injection volumes less than 0.05 mm 3 were excluded. For injections in visual cortical areas, experiments with injection volumes greater than 0.25 mm 3 were also excluded. For each source of input to LP, we averaged "projection energy" volumes aligned to the Allen Institute Common Coordinate Framework (CCF; 25 µm 3 voxels) after normalizing by the brightest voxel in LP. Voxels in LP were then smoothed in three dimensions with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation of 75 µm. Maximum-intensity projections of smoothed LP voxels in the horizontal plane are displayed in Fig. 1a . For all analyses (e.g. comparing overlap of axons from different sources or clustering) the entire volume of voxels in LP were used.
To generate LP output maps, we injected G-deleted rabies encoding green fluorescent protein or the red fluorophore mCherry into each of the LP targets shown in Fig. 1 . For injections in visual cortical areas, injections (35-150 nL, 350 µm deep) were targeted to the center of visual areas identified by intrinsic signal imaging 22 . Anterior cingulate (ACA) injections were 0.5 mm anterior and 0.25 mm lateral from bregma and 0.5 mm deep from the pia (100-150 nL). Lateral amygdala (LA) injections were 1.3-1.8 mm posterior and 3.1-3.3 mm lateral from bregma and 3.4-4.2 mm deep from the pia (50 nL at each of three depths). Mice were perfused seven days after rabies injection. Images of 50-100 µm thick coronal sections were aligned to the CCF in three steps. (1) Images were downsampled to 25 µm pixels and the first and last sections were manually aligned to the CCF template brain. Intermediate sections were then aligned via interpolation. (2) A global affine transformation (scale, rotation, shear) was applied to each section. The transformation matrix was obtained by comparing binarized versions of the image and corresponding template section using the Open Source Computer Vision Library function findTransformECC. (3) Local warping was applied using manually defined key points on the image and corresponding template section. Delauney triangles were defined from the key points, and affine transformations were applied to warp each triangle in the image to the location of the corresponding triangle in the template section. CCF-aligned rabies-injected brains were averaged and smoothed as described for anterograde tracing data to generate the images and analysis shown in Fig. 1 .
To complement LP output volumes defined by retrograde rabies labelling, we analyzed anterograde tracing data from LP injections in the Allen Connectivity Database (Fig. S1 ). Injections were excluded if the injection volume was larger than 0.25 mm 3 or smaller than 0.01 mm 3 , resulting in 13 injections. For each injection, the projection to each visual area was normalized by the total projection density to all visual areas. Output volumes were then computed for each target region by weighting the LP injection volumes by their normalized projection density to that region and smoothing with a 100 µm standard deviation Gaussian kernel in three dimensions. Due to potential viral labelling of nearby neurons in the dLGN, output volumes were not calculated for V1 or lateromedial visual cortex (LM), which are known to receive strong projections from dLGN.
To analyze cortico-cortical connectivity (Fig. 1g) , we combined injections from the Allen Connectivity Database for each cortical area. Injections were excluded if they were larger than 0.2 mm 3 or smaller than 0.05 mm 3 or resulted in a total density of less than 0.005 mm 3 across all cortical targets. Injections into transgenic lines labelling inhibitory cells or with sparse cortical expression were also excluded. Each remaining injection was normalized by its total projection density across the targets listed in Fig. 1g . The strength of the projection from area X to area Y was defined as the median normalized projection density in area Y across all injections into area X. The resulting connectivity matrix was then row normalized to make Fig. 1g .
To analyze the topography of SC and V1 input to LP (Fig. 2, S4) , we primarily used anterograde tracing data from the Allen Connectivity Database. For V1, we used injections in C56BL/6J or Emx1 Cre mice with injection volumes between 0.05 and 0.25 mm 3 . To supplement the SC injection dataset (Table S1 ), we injected AAV-2.1-CAG-Flex-GFP and AAV-2.1-CAG-Flex-tdTomato into the SC of Ntsr1-GN209 Cre mice 55 . In these mice, Cre expression in superficial SC is restricted to cells that project to LP 24, 56 . AAV was injected iontophoretically from a pipette with tip diameter of 20 µm using 3 nA current applied 7 seconds on, 7 seconds off for 3 minutes. Both viruses were injected into each mouse, offset along the medial-lateral or anterior-posterior axis (Fig. S3 ). One of the injections failed in 4 of 8 mice, resulting in 12 injections suitable for analysis. Images from these mice were aligned to the CCF as described for LP output mapping.
For each SC (n=17) or V1 (n=33) injection, we calculated injection and projection centroids in CCF coordinates using injection or projection density data (for injections from the Allen Connectivity Database) or raw fluorescence normalized to the brightest pixel in SC or LP (for our SC injections). Injection centroids were defined as the average CCF coordinate of voxels in SC or V1 with density or normalized intensity greater than 0.25, weighted by their density/intensity. Projection centroids were similarly calculated using voxels in LP. V1 injection centroids were assigned elevation and azimuth values based on ISI maps of elevation and azimuth aligned to the CCF and averaged across mice (Fig. 2, S2 ). SC injection centroids were assigned elevation and azimuth values based on their position along the medial-lateral or anterior-posterior axis, respectively, which approximates the measured receptive field maps of SC neurons 57 and the topography of V1 projection centroids in SC (Fig. S2d,k) . Projection centroids were assigned the same elevation/azimuth as their corresponding injection centroids. To generate smoothed elevation and azimuth maps, projection centroid elevation or azimuth values were smoothed in three dimensions with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation of 100 µm (SC and V1 data were smoothed separately and then combined in a single volume).
To compare LP input and output volumes to the retinotopic bias of each cortical visual area (Fig. S4) , we utilized a mean elevation map for visual cortex based on ISI imaging from 14 mice (dataset from Garrett et al. 2014 ). For each visual area, we assigned a "measured" elevation value corresponding to the mean of the ISI elevation map over that area. We then computed two "predicted" elevations for each area by weighting the LP elevation map by either its rabies-based output volume or anterograde input volume (from Fig. 1 ).
Electrophysiological recordings
Electrophysiological recordings from SC, LP, and dLGN neurons were made with Phase 2 Neuropixels probes 16 (128 channels arranged in two columns, with 20 µm between each recording site). Data were acquired at 30 kHz using the Open Epys acquisition board and GUI 58 and high-pass filtered (300 Hz). Mice were habituated to the recording rig for at least two weeks. On the rig, mice were head-fixed and allowed to run on a styrofoam cyclinder covered with rubber matting. On the day of recording, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and a small craniotomy was made above the target brain region in the left hemisphere and covered with Qwikcast (World Precision Instruments). Mice recovered for at least two hours before recordings. For most mice, this procedure was repeated the following day for a new recording location (Table S2 ).
Optotagging SC neurons
The SC cell type that projects to LP was identified ("optotagged") by channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) activation in Ntsr1-GN209 Cre x Ai32 mice 23, 59 . During these recordings, a 50 µm core diameter optical fiber was inserted in the brain near the Neuropixels probe to a depth just above the SC (~1 mm). Blue light was used to activate ChR2-expressing cells (2 s pulses, 0.5-10 mW measured from the fiber tip). Cells were considered optotagged if their mean firing rate during the last 1 s of the light pulses was greater than 5 standard deviations above the mean spontaneous rate. Spontaneous rate was calculated from the 1 s bin preceding each light pulse.
Visual Stimuli
The mouse's head was fixed at the center of a 24-inch diameter spherical dome (Fig.  2g) . Visual stimuli were projected on the inner dome surface from two laser projectors (one on each side of the mouse) pointed at spherical mirrors placed below the running wheel. Four different visual stimuli were presented. (1) Sparse noise consisted of dark (0.6 cd/m 2 ) and light (5.8 cd/m 2 ) squares (5, 10, or 20⁰ across) presented one at a time for 100 ms on a gray background (3.2 cd/m 2 ). The stimulus center position for each trial was chosen pseudorandomly from a grid of 10⁰ spacing and ranging from -20 to 120⁰ in azimuth (negative is left of straight in front of the mouse) and -30 to 90⁰ in elevation (negative is below the eye). All of the stimulus positions, sizes, and contrasts were sampled once per loop in random order before initiating a new loop. (2) Two sets of moving gratings stimuli were presented. For both, the gratings filled the entire right side of the dome, drifted for 2 s, and were followed by a 1 s gray screen period before the next trial. The first set of gratings included two orientations (vertical gratings moving in the nasal-to-temporal direction and horizontal gratings moving downward), six spatial frequencies (0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, and 0.32 cycles/⁰) and five temporal frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 cycles/s), for a total of 60 trial types. Each trial type was presented once in random order before beginning a new loop. The second set of gratings included eight directions of motion, two spatial frequencies (0.02 and 0.16 cycles/⁰), and two temporal frequencies (1 and 4 cycles/s). (3) A checkerboard stimulus consisted of random patterns of dark and light 1⁰ squares that filled both sides of the dome. The background checkerboard pattern moved such that the right and left halves converged (temporal-to-nasal motion) or diverged (nasal-to-temporal motion) at the point directly in front of the mouse. Simultaneously, a 10⁰ patch, also consisting of a random pattern of dark and light 1⁰ squares, moved horizontally with direction and speed independent of that of the background checkerboard pattern. Patch and background velocities were -90, -30, -10, 0, 10, 30, and 90 ⁰/s (positive velocities are the nasal-to-temporal direction). The patch is invisible when the patch and background velocities are the same. The patch was presented at 0 and 40⁰ elevation for LP recordings or targeted to the multi-unit receptive field elevation for SC recordings. (4) Looming stimuli were light or dark spots that expanded to simulate an object approaching at constant speed 29 . The expansion rate is a nonlinear function of time-to-collision and the object's size/speed ratio, which was 10, 20, 40, or 80 ms. The initial spot radius was 0.5⁰ and the final spot radius was 80⁰, which was held for 0.5 s before a 2 s gray screen inter-trial interval.
Cortical inactivation
Cortical inactivation experiments were conducted in VGAT-ChR2 transgenic mice 34 . Before each experiment, two optical fibers (200 µm core diameter) were positioned over the skull over visual cortex by stereotaxic coordinates (relative to lambda, the two fibers were 0 and 1 mm anterior and 2.8 and 2.6 mm lateral). Each fiber was coupled to a blue laser or LED calibrated to produce 2.5 mW measured at the fiber tip. During the sparse noise stimulus, control and cortical silencing conditions were interleaved in 25 trial (2.5 s) blocks. For all other stimulus protocols, control and cortical silencing trials were interleaved. Light delivery began one second before each silencing trial and ended 100 ms after the trial. Power was linearly ramped (100 ms) on and off. To allow cortex to recover after cortical silencing, four seconds were added between silencing and control trials/blocks. For all perturbation experiments, checkerboard stimulus conditions were reduced (patch and background velocities: -80, -20, 0, 20, 80 ⁰/s) to increase trial repetitions. In separate mice not used for SC or LP recordings, we measured the lateral spread of cortical silencing using one fiber at 2.5 mW. Consistent with other studies 60 , we found significant silencing at 1 mm and near complete silencing at 0.5 mm lateral from the fiber tip.
SC inactivation
For SC inactivation experiments, we positioned a glass pipette (15-20 µm tip diameter) filled with 25 µM tetrodotoxin (TTX) into SC (0.5-0.7 lateral and 0-0.2 anterior from lambda and 1.2-1.5 deep from brain surface). During pipette insertion, black-white alternating flashes were played in the right hemifield and the visually-evoked potential (VEP) was monitored on an oscilloscope. The VEP became noticeably larger and more consistent at ~1 mm depth, consistent with entry into the SC. The control dataset was collected after pipette insertion but before TTX injection. TTX was then injected by a picospritzer (2-10 PSI). During injection, the TTX pipette meniscus was video monitored to verify an injection volume of ~50 nL. We allowed 5 minutes after injection for TTX to diffuse before collecting the TTX dataset. The checkerboard stimulus was ongoing throughout the control, injection, diffusion, and TTX epochs. At the end of most experiments we moved the Neuropixels probe from LP to SC to verify the SC silencing. No spontaneous or visual-driven spikes were observed at locations 500 µm from the injection pipette tip. Activity appeared normal 1 mm from the injection pipette tip. Evan's blue (0.005%) was included in the pipette solution, and injection location was verified by post-hoc histology.
Eye Tracking
Images of the right eye were acquired at 60 Hz in the dark with an infrared (IR) camera. IR LEDs were placed around the camera lens. The pupil is large in the dark and its edges are partially occluded. Rather than tracking the pupil center, we determined the horizontal position of the lateral edge of the pupil relative to a corneal reflection. Saccade times were detected automatically using a velocity threshold and manually verified.
Data Analysis
Spike sorting was done in a two-step process. First, spikes were automatically detected and clustered using Kilosort 61 . Kilosort output clusters were then manually curated in phy 62 . All units passing this manual step were included for further analysis.
To register units to the CCF, brains were fixed overnight after the last experimental day and sliced on a vibratome (100 µm coronal sections). The first (posterior) and last (anterior) slices containing LP were aligned to corresponding CCF sections, and the remaining slices were aligned by linear interpolation. The probe track was then registered to the CCF by manually annotating the probe tip and the point at which it entered LP (based on DiI labeling). Individual units were then assigned positions along this track according to the distance from the tip to the channel with the maximum waveform amplitude. A similar method was used for SC recordings. Units were considered to be in LP if they fell within 100 µm of the LP border after CCF alignment (with the exception of dLGN units, which were readily identified by the sharp boundary between dLGN and LP in histological slices).
For analysis of responses to sparse noise, checkerboard and loom stimuli, a mean spike density function (SDF) was computed for each stimulus condition by convolving the raw spike train with a Gaussian kernel (10 ms standard deviation for sparse noise or 100 ms for checkerboard and loom) and averaging across trials. The response to a given stimulus condition was taken as the peak of the mean SDF over the stimulus window (50-150 ms after stimulus onset for sparse noise, 250 ms to end of trial for checkerboard, or trial onset to collision time for loom). To quantify a cell's responsiveness to a given stimulus, its peak response was compared to spontaneous activity. A cell was included in the analysis for a given protocol if its peak response across all conditions was greater than 5 standard deviations above the mean spontaneous firing rate. For sparse noise, the spontaneous firing rate distribution was estimated by randomly selecting n trials (where n was the number of repeats of the full stimulus set) and calculating the peak of the mean SDF from stimulus onset to 50 ms (a window that excludes the visual response). This process was repeated 200 times and the resulting 200 mean SDF peaks were taken as the spontaneous firing rate distribution. This same process was used for loom (with 100 repetitions), but the subsampled trials were restricted to those with a size to speed ratio of 80 ms (the longest trials), and the analyzed window ranged from stimulus onset to 1 second after onset. For checkerboard, the spontaneous rate was computed from trials in which the patch and background speed were 0⁰/s (a static random checkerboard stimulus; the middle square of the checkerboard response matrix).
For gratings stimuli, the response to a given trial condition was defined as the mean number of spikes elicited during that condition in the window from 250 ms after stimulus onset to stimulus offset. The spontaneous rate was taken from randomly interspersed trials for which the gratings stimulus was omitted (isoluminant gray screen).
Responses to sparse noise were fit to a two-dimensional Gaussian to define receptive field location and area. Cells that did not respond to sparse noise (as defined above) or for which the fitting algorithm failed were not used for receptive field analysis. Receptive area is pi times the product of the major and minor radii of the fit at one standard deviation. To generate the measured LP elevation map, CCF voxels were assigned an elevation based on the mean elevation for cells assigned to that voxel (for the vast majority of voxels this was one or zero units). The resulting map was then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (standard deviation 100 µm), linearly interpolating values for voxels without data. The same procedure was used for azimuth.
We used two measures to quantify the topographic organization of projection centroids or receptive field locations in LP. The first was the r 2 value of a three dimensional linear fit of the elevation or azimuth assigned to the CCF coordinate of each projection centroid or receptive field. The second was Moran's I, a measure of spatial autocorrelation, for these same values 63 To quantify the modulation of visual responses by motor activity in LP, we classified trials as running (mean speed > 5 cm/s) or stationary (mean speed < 1 cm/s). Because animals often spent the majority of the time in one behavioral state (usually running), we matched trial number and stimulus condition by randomly subsampling trials from the behavioral state with more trials. Cells were only included in the running analysis (Fig. S8 ) if they were deemed to have a significant response to the visual stimulus before separating trials by motor activity. The running modulation index was defined as (run + stationary)/(run -stationary), where run and stationary refer to the mean visual response across all stimulus conditions during running and stationary epochs respectively.
To quantify the effects of silencing cortex or SC on LP visual responses, we defined optogenetic and TTX modulation indices (OMI and TTX-MI) as (perturbationcontrol)/(perturbation+control), where "perturbation" and "control" were the peak visual response for the checkerboard stimulus averaged over the perturbation and control trials respectively. For spontaneous activity, the central square of the checkboard response matrix was used (static background stimulus). Suppression tuning curves were calculated for the best response at each background speed (maxima along the columns of the checkerboard response matrix). Only cells with significant responses to the checkerboard stimulus during control trials were analyzed.
Supplementary Figures and Tables Figure S1. LP output volumes based on anterograde tracer injections in LP resemble LP output volumes based on rabies injection in cortical areas. (a) LP projection overlap matrix for injections in
Rbp4-KL100 or Ntsr1-GN220 Cre mice (labeling layer 5 or 6 cortical neurons, respectively). The Allen Connectivity Database does not include injections in these Cre mice for all of the cortical areas shown in Fig. 1 (Table S1 ). (b) Scatterplot of correlation between peak response time and size to speed ratio (y axis) and correlation between response onset and the square root of the size to speed ratio (x axis). Cells were included only if they had a response greater than 3 standard deviations above baseline) for each size to speed ratio. Filled circles are cells that were classified as η-type. This data suggests that the majority of cells with a significant loom response display η behavior (upper right quadrant), and not ρ (lower right) or τ (lower left)-two other common loom response patterns 30 . In most cases, one injection was made in a mouse. For our AAV injections in SC, 8 of the 12 injections were dual injections of two different AAVs in the same hemisphere of 4 mice (see Methods). For Allen Institute Mouse Brain Connectivity Database experiments, "all" refers to experiments in wildtype, Emx1 Cre, Nstr-GN220 Cre, or Rbp4-KL100 Cre mice using AAV-GFP or AAV-Synaptophysin-GFP. These data were combined for LP input mapping shown in Fig. 1 . Data from specific subsets of experiments (Nstr1-GN220 Cre, Rbp4-KL100 Cre, AAV-Synaptophysin-GFP) are shown in Fig. S1 
Supplementary Table 2. Number of cells recorded during electrophysiology experiments.
Values indicate the fraction of cells that responded (see Methods) to each of the visual stimulus types shown in the left column, or to the checkerboard stimulus for V1 and SC inactivation experiments. For the sparse noise stimulus, a fitable spatial receptive field was also required to include a cell in the numerator. Only a subset of the stimuli were presented during some experiments. SC optotagging experiments were in Ntsr1-GN209 Cre x Ai32 mice. V1 inactivation experiments were in VGAT-ChR2 mice. The number of mice used for control experiments were 5 (SC), 30 (LP) and 3 (dLGN); for cortical inactivation 5 (SC) and 6 (LP); and for SC inactivation 8 (LP). In some cases we recorded twice from the same mouse on consecutive days. The number of recording sessions for control experiments were 8 (SC), 50 (LP), and 3 (dLGN); for cortical inactivation 9 (SC) and 11 (LP); and for SC inactivation 10 (LP).
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